
725 SE MARINE DRIVE
PLANNING STUDY

OPEN HOUSE
JUNE 2, 2015

WELCOME
The City is undertaking a planning and public 
engagement process to consider future change 
and redevelopment of 725 Southeast Marine Drive.

THE PURPOSE OF THIS OPEN HOUSE IS TO:

• Present the draft Planning and Development Principles;

• Present preliminary development concepts;

• Hear your feedback about the draft principles and preliminary development 
concepts for 725 SE Marine Drive.
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HOW YOU CAN PROVIDE INPUT:
1. Talk to a member of the proponent team or city staff.
2. Fill out a comment sheet here, or later online at www.vancouver.ca/725SEMarine. If you’ve filled out a comment sheet today, please drop it off  at the sign-in table or mail it back to us (see form for address).

3. Write to the City at  
michelle.mcguire@vancouver.ca

4. Join the email list by signing in at the front table to be notified of the next public event.
5. Come to the next event and share your thoughts on the process.
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WHERE DO YOU LIVE?

Site

PLACE A DOT ON 
WHERE YOU LIVE
If you live outside of this 
map, place a dot here
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HISTORY + USES

• The site was the location of the first schoolhouse in 
South Vancouver.

• The site was rezoned from RS-1 (One-family Dwelling) 
and C-1 (Commercial) District to CD-1 in 1963.

• When the existing development was opened, the 
Fraser Street Bridge connected Vancouver to 
Richmond; this intersection was a major crossroads 
and gateway into Vancouver from the South.

• In 1974, the Knight Street bridge was opened, and the 
Fraser Street bridge was closed and the prominence 
of the site diminished.

• The hotel name has changed over the years, from the 
Blue Boy Motor Hotel to the Quality Inn and now a 
Super 8 Hotel.

FUTURE OF THE SITE 

• The property is in the Sunset Community Vision area, 
which was adopted by Council in 2002.

• The Vision anticipates additional planning for site-
specific rezonings of existing CD-1 zoned sites.

• The proponent hosted two open houses (November 
2013, June 2014) to gather community feedback about 
the site and Sunset Community.

• In March 2015, City Council approved a planning and 
enhanced consultation process for 725 SE Marine 
Drive.

BACKGROUND
SITE BACKGROUND
• The site is 0.72 hectares (1.77 acres). 

• Existing zoning is Comprehensive Development 
District (CD-1).

• The site is developed with a 6 storey mixed-
use building including a 100-room hotel and 
commercial uses including a liquor store, pub and 
bowling alley.
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CITY OF VANCOUVER
• Provide technical guidance on 

planning, urban design, engineering, 
transportation, housing, parks, 
amenities and social policy issues.

• Ensure City policies and directions 
as well as community priorities, 
are reflected in the Planning and 
Development Principles.

• Facilitate discussion and coordinate 
feedback at open houses and public 
meetings regarding redevelopment 
concepts and draft principles.

• Refine Planning and Development 
Principles based on community 
feedback.

• Evaluate future rezoning application 
using the Planning and Development 
Principles and further community 
feedback for 725 SE Marine.

SERRACAN
• Act as the proponent for the 

redevelopment of the site.

• Work with the City to inform and 
engage nearby residents of the 
planning process.

• Identify priorities and aspirations for 
the redevelopment.

• Generate and refine a redevelopment 
concept balancing objectives of all 
parties.

COMMUNITY
• Identify issues, priorities and 

ideas to inform the planning and 
development principles.

• Provide input throughout the 
process.

• Review and provide feedback on 
early development concepts.

The City of Vancouver will work with the surrounding community, the proponent project 
team, and other stakeholders to refine the planning and development principles that will be 
used in the future review of any rezoning application for the property.

Each group will have the following roles:

ROLES IN THE PROCESS
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The City is seeking feedback on draft principles from local groups and the broader 
community. The objective of the planning study is to define planning and development 
principles that reflect local community planning objectives and community feedback. 

The principles will be used in the future to review a rezoning application for 725 SE  
Marine Drive.

• Staff will refine the planning and development principles based on community feedback.

• The proponent will formulate a development concept and submit a rezoning application.

OPEN HOUSE (CITY-LED)

• At the next open house, revised Planning & Development Principles will be presented 
alongside the rezoning application. Staff review of the application will be guided by these 
principles alongside your feedback.

REPORT TO COUNCIL

• After the public open house, the rezoning application will be presented to the Urban Design Panel.

Rezoning Application

• Serracan Properties (the proponent) coordinated several small stakeholder group 
meetings and hosted two pre-application open houses to gather feedback from the 
community about the site and the Sunset Community.

PRE-APPLICATION OPEN HOUSES (HOSTED BY SERRACAN PROPERTIES)

• November 2013 – Approximately 70 people attended the first Open House; 62 comment 
forms were completed that provided general feedback.

• June 2014 – The second Open House was attended by 25 people and 20 comment forms 
were submitted. A preliminary development concept was presented for feedback.

Enquiry Process

PLANNING PROCESS

• March 24, 2015 - Issues Report presented to Council.

• Council directed staff to conduct additional planning regarding potential redevelopment 
of the site as per the Sunset Community Vision, including undertaking an enhanced public 
consultation process to seek input. 

• Two meetings have been hosted with local stakeholders, including:

• South Hill Neighbours

• South Vancouver Neighbourhood House

• South Hill BIA

OPEN HOUSE (CITY-LED) 

• At this Open House, draft planning and development principles and preliminary 
development concepts are presented for your feedback. Your feedback will help refine the 
principles and will guide the future redevelopment concept.

Issues Report, Enhanced Public Consultation

WE ARE 

HERE!

Public Hearing

• You are welcome to write or speak to Council at the Public Hearing. If the rezoning is 
approved by Council, the next step will be a Development Permit.
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725 SE MARINE CONTEXT
The following map shows community centres, parks, open spaces, and schools in the 
Sunset Community Vision Area. Two distance circles are included indicating typical 5-10 
minute walking distances.

LEGEND
Community Facilities

Bicycle Routes 

Pedestrian Sheds

Transit Routes

Parks & Greenspace

Immediate access to transit on Fraser 
and SE Marine

5 Minutes to Canada Line by bus

5 Minutes cycling to multiple City of  
Vancouver Greenways and Bike Routes 

10 Minutes cycling to Canada Line

20 Minutes walking to Canada Line

40 Minutes to Downtown on direct line bus
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Out of the 22 neighbourhoods in Vancouver, Sunset Community ranks 6th overall in 
population growth between 2001 and 2011. 

The Sunset neighbourhood has the third 
highest number of children 9 years of 
age and under (3940), only Kensington 
– Cedar Cottage (4655) and Renfrew-
Collingwood (4495) are higher.

Sunset has 3.1 persons per household; 
this is the highest of any Vancouver 
neighbourhood. The Vancouver average 
is 2.2 persons per household.

Canada’s major cities are growing including Vancouver. People from all over the world are 
attracted to the city’s livability, diversity, vibrancy, and its neighbourhoods.

725 SE MARINE CONTEXT

Langara 
Golf Couse

George 
Park

Sunset 
Park

Moberly 
Park

Gordon 
Park

Memorial 
South Park

725 SE  
Marine Drive
Planning Stage

698 E 64th Avenue
Rezoning Application 
Submitted

SE Marine Drive

E 57th Avenue
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Sunset Community Vision Boundary

706 E 57th Avenue
Rezoning Approved 2014

SUNSET PARK 
MASTER PLAN
The Vancouver Park Board 
is developing a master 
plan to renew Sunset Park 
by improving and better 
connecting its features.

The plan will review the 
usage and condition of 
existing park features, and 
identify short- and long-term 
park improvements.

SUNSET COMMUNITY 
VISION 2002
The plan is grouped into 
8 themes (Transportation, 
Safety & Community 
Services/Facilities, Existing 
Single Family Areas, New 
Housing Types, Shopping 
Areas, Greening Streets 
& Parks, Environment, 
Community Involvement) 
with directions provided on 
29 topics. 

HOUSING STATS

53% Apartment/Duplex

23% 
Single-Detached 
House

21% 
Apartment 

(less than 5 storeys)

0-1% 
Apartment 
(more than 5 storeys)

1% Row House

3% Semi-Detached 
House
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725 SE MARINE CONTEXT

Corner of Fraser and SE Marine DriveLane behind property Fraser Street facing South

Once an important gateway to the City from the south, Fraser and SE Marine is a relatively 
small, but important commercial area that has the potential to provide residents in the 
surrounding area with access to shops, services, and amenities within walking distance.

Potential redevelopment of 725 SE Marine Drive presents the opportunity for revitalizing 
and strengthening this local shopping area.

Bird’s Eye View from West

SITE

Bird’s Eye View from North Current 725 SE Drive Street View

SITE
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The following policies apply to 725 SE Marine Drive (check vancouver.ca and 
metrovancouver.org to access copies):

REGIONAL POLICIES
Metro Vancouver 2040:
Shaping Our Future (2011)

The Regional Growth Strategy 
provides a framework for all 
Lower Mainland municipalities 
to accommodate projected 
growth – over one million 
people and 600,000 new  
jobs – by 2040.

CITY-WIDE POLICIES
Greenest City 2020
Action Plan (2012)

The plan outlines actions 
for Vancouver to be healthy, 
prosperous and resilient, with 
the goal of becoming the 
world’s greenest city by 2020.

Housing and Homelessness 
Strategy 2013-2021 (2011)

This strategy addresses 
increasing affordable housing 
options across the whole 
housing continuum to improve 
choice and affordability for all 
residents.

Transportation 2040
Plan as adopted by Vancouver City Council on October 31, 2012

Transportation 2040  
Plan (2012)

This plan is a long-term 
strategic vision that will 
help guide decisions on 
transportation, land use and 
public investments.

Vancouver Park Board 
Strategic Framework (2012)

This framework establishes 
four key directions: Parks and 
recreation for all; leadership 
in greening; engaging people; 
and excellence in resource 
management.

CITY POLICIES

AREA PLANS

2 Sunset Community Vision

Next Page

Previous Page

Index Page

Vision Highlights
Sunset Today

Sunset is located on Vancouver’s sunny southern slope. Residents
appreciate Sunset’s pleasant single-family neighbourhoods and cultural
diversity. Parks and recreational facilities, such as Memorial Park South
and the Sunset Community Centre are well-used by families in the area.
The busy shopping areas along Fraser Street and Main Street are the
commercial centres of the community, providing a range of shops and
services. These are just some of the valued aspects of the community
that the Sunset Vision seeks to maintain.

At the same time, the Vision identifies issues that need to be addressed:
littering and garbage overflow along streets, lanes and in parks; traffic
impacts along major streets; public safety and crime; and the inadequacy
of area parks, recreational programs and facilities to meet the needs of
the resident population, especially young people.The Vision supports
initiatives that will make Sunset cleaner, safer, and greener along its
busy main streets and within its residential neighbourhoods, provide
more and improved parks, recreational programs and facilities and
ensure that as new housing is added it will be of a scale that fits with the
existing predominantly low scale.

Clean-up the Environment
The Vision suggests a range of actions to improve the environment
including expanded education and voluntary action as well as regulation
and enforcement. Greater co-operation between residents, businesses
and the City will help keep Sunset’s streets and shopping areas clean.
Special pick-up of hazardous and bulky items should be instituted,
along with more garbage bins on streets and in parks. Recycling,
composting and water conservation should be promoted through
education geared to a range of ages and languages. Walking, cycling and
transit should be encouraged to reduce air pollution.

Tame Arterial Traffic

Sunset has some of the city’s busiest streets: Knight, 41st, Marine and
Main. The Sunset Vision calls for these arterials to be upgraded for
pedestrians, cyclists and transit users through improved crossings,
better design of intersections, more street trees and landscaping; and
enforcement of traffic regulations, particularly for trucks. Traffic calming
should be provided where needed in residential areas.

Improvements for Walking, Biking and Public Transit
Planned routes for City Greenways and Bikeways should be imple-
mented as soon as possible, along with general improvements for
commonly-used walking and biking routes within Sunset. Speed and
ease of transit use should be improved on all routes through transit
priority measures like bus bulges and signal priorities for buses. Limited-
stop express service should be added on high volume routes, and the
transit “experience” improved for people waiting for or riding on
transit.

Sunset Community Vision 
(2002)

The plan is grouped into 
8 themes (Transportation, 
Safety & Community Services/
Facilities, Existing Single 
Family Areas, New Housing 
Types, Shopping Areas, 
Greening Streets & Parks, 
Environment, Community 
Involvement) with directions 
provided on 29 topics. 
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Serracan Properties (the proponent) has held two pre-application open houses to date.

The open houses provided an opportunity for the neighbourhood to provide feedback 
about the Sunset Community and share their ideas about the initial development concept 
presented.

CONSULTATION TO DATE

WHAT WAS ASKED WHAT WAS HEARD

Seniors Housing Mixed-Use 
Development

Affordable Housing Pub

OPPORTUNITIES
What you would like to see on the 
property in the future?

Clean up the 
Environment

New Housing 
Choices

Better Shopping 
Areas

Safety & Crime 
Prevention

SUNSET COMMUNITY 
VISION
What values from the Sunset 
Community Vision are the most 
important to you?

Fraser Street Main Street Superstore

RETAIL & SERVICES
Where do you do the majority of 
your grocery shopping?

Sunset Park Enjoy the OutdoorsMoberly Park Playing Sports

PARKS & OPEN SPACE
What parks do you visit most, and 
what activities do you do there?

Liquor Store InsuranceRestaurant Gift Shop

CURRENT USES
What amenities do you currently 
use on the property?
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PREVIOUS CONCEPTS

The previous plans strategically place bulk along arterial frontages and steps down in 
height into townhomes as it approaches single family homes.

The location, size, and topography of the site provides a unique opportunity for a mixed 
use development. The slope allows for a reduction in visible density.
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Courtyard

Plaza

Steps up
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Access to Commercial
and townhouse apartments

at courtyard

Noise from 
arterial street

Townhouses and 
Apartments

Vehicle Access 
Aligns with Lane

Vehicle Access
 Aligns with E 65

A

A

Pedestrian Access

Vehicle Access

Bus Stop

Elevation 0.00’

Local Neighbourhood
Services on 

Fraser and Marine

Buildings placed around a central courtyard and plaza accessed through stairs, 
facing Marine Dr. Building heights decrease as site approaches single-family 
homes.

Concept 1 Concept 2 Concept 3

North

North

Note: 1 storey at lane = 2.5
residential levels at Marine
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Ground Floor  

Concept Plan
Upper Floor 

Note: 1 storey at E 63rd = 6
residential levels at Marine
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CONCEPT 1: Marine Dr Plaza
and Court
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CONCEPT 1:
Site Planning: Site opens to Marine Drive

- Landscaped semi-private courtyard 

- Courtyard open to Marine Drive

- Taller buildings placed away from Sunset 
neighbourhood and closer to Marine and Fraser

- Access to  townhouse/apartments from courtyard

- Massing stepped down and lowered where it 
meets single-family context across the lane 

- Vehicle access to site off Fraser street aligned 
with E 65th and lane

- Green mews along rear of site

Concept Plan

Illustrative Massing

OPPORTUNITIES:

- Green space courtyard accessible to neighbourhood from  
  Marine Dr

- Marking entry to Sunset neighbourhood at Marine and 
  Fraser

- Shadowing limited to minimum hours of the day

- Variety of housing options; apartment and townhouses

CHALLENGES:

- Less connection to Sunset neighbourhood

- Significant grade change at rear will affect retail  
  function 

- Noise from arterial street may affect uses within courtyard

- Podium at rear creates a wall separating courtyard and
  plaza from the neighbourhood 

North

Marine Dr Plaza 
and Court
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1 storey at lane = 2.5
residential levels at Marine

Note: 1 storey at E 63rd = 6
residential levels at Marine

Buildings arranged around a private ‘U’ shaped mews with townhouses 
placed at middle and rear facing inside and lane. Building heights decrease as 
site approaches single-family homes.
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CONCEPT 2: Street-wall Mews



CONCEPT 2: Street-wall Mews
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Mews

Site Planning: Site Enclosure with a mid-rise 
street wall of apartments

- Private green mews

- Taller buildings placed at Marine Drive away from  
neighrbourhood 

- Massing stepped down and lowered where it 
meets single-family context across the lane

- Access to commercial retail units from street

- Access to townhouse/apartments from private 
mews

- Vehicle access to site off Fraser street aligned 
with E 65th and lane

- Green mews along rear of site

Concept Plan

North

Illustrative Massing

OPPORTUNITIES:

- Quiet green space courtyard accessible to residents only

- Good contextual/massing relationship between form of   
  building and single family context at rear

- Variety of housing options; apartment and townhouses

- More private housing

CHALLENGES:

- No access to green mews for public

- Townhouses at rear forming a wall facing neighbourhood

- Less connection to neighbourhood

- Podium in front, shadowing large part of green mews

- Noise from arterial street affecting residential podium 

725 SE MARINE DRIVE OPEN HOUSE
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Accessible
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 at Grade

Buildings placed around a green central commons area which extends to 
provide access to site and open space that connects to neighbourhood

Concept 2Concept 1 Concept 3
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Low-rise townhouse 
and Apartments
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residential levels at Marine

Note: 1 storey at lane = 2.5
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OPPORTUNITIES:

- Quiet green courtyard open to residents and neigh-
bourhood

- More access/connection - pedestrian pathways to  
  green courtyard/site from Fraser St and Chester St

- Good contextual/massing relationship between form of 
  building and single family context at rear

- Marking entry to South Fraser neighbourhood

- Shadowing limited to minimum hours of day

- Variety of housing options; apartment and townhouses

- Green courtyard acting as an extension of single 
  family backyards along the lane connecting to E 63rd

CONCEPT3:
Site Planning: Opening site to Sunset neigh-
bourhood with a green commons area

- Green central courtyard (commons) 

- Green central courtyard accessed from multiple 
  pathways along rear lane, Fraser St and Chester 

- Courtyard, an amenity to building and Sunset 
neighbourhood, accessible by public

- Massing stepped down and lowered where it 
  meets single-family context across the lane with  
  ample separation

- Access to commercial retail units from street and  
  courtyard

- Access to townhouse/apartments from courtyard

- Vehicle access to site off Fraser street aligned with
  E 65th and lane

- Green mews along rear of site

Concept Plan

North
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CHALLENGES:

- Podium in front, shadowing part of courtyard

- Noise from arterial street affecting residential podium

Illustrative Massing

Commons Green and 
Concourse
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DRAFT PRINCIPLES

HOUSING
• Provide a variety of housing types and unit sizes to accommodate a range of income 

levels and household types.

LAND USE
• Enhance and revitalize this important local shopping area. 

• Provide a variety of commercial services and amenities to serve the local community. 
Commercial space should be designed to maximize long-term viability. Consideration 
should be given to providing a local grocery store and a community gathering space.

• Support an intensity of development appropriate to this transit-oriented location.

Building on local community planning objectives related to this site, combined with 
broader City objectives, a set of draft Planning and Development Principles have been 
prepared.

The draft Planning and Development Principles are intended to provide guidance to the 
applicant, community and staff in the development and review of the rezoning application 
for 725 SE Marine Drive.

• Fully consider and test various development options, with a high level of design creativity 
that effectively addresses all guiding principles.

• Vary building forms and heights for visual interest, housing choice, scale transitions, and 
provide opportunity for green space at various levels.

• Create transitions in built form that respect the scale of the surrounding community.

• Address visual impacts of the proposed development on adjacent residential neighbours 
through creative design.

• Organize building massing to: 

• Provide an appropriate design response to the adjacent major arterial streets and to 
the local neighbourhood; 

• Mark the corner as an important neighbourhood commercial area; 

• Minimize view impacts from the surrounding neighbourhood to the Fraser River; 

• Minimize shadowing on adjacent residential properties; 

• Maximize permeability through and to the site from the local neighbourhood; and 

• Maximize light penetration and views for the site and surrounding neighbourhood. 

• Integrate public open space and landscaping into the site and adjacent public realm to 
provide enhanced public access to green space.

URBAN DESIGN
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DRAFT PRINCIPLES cont’d

The draft Planning and Development Principles are intended to provide guidance to the 
applicant, community and staff in the development and review of the rezoning application 
for 725 SE Marine Drive.

SUSTAINABILITY
• The overall design must pursue best practices in sustainable design. The development 

would strive to incorporate the following:

• Achievement of LEED Gold Certification;

• Passive solar design;

• Sustainable food systems;

• Incorporation of water efficient strategies including limiting potable water use for 
landscaping; and

• Use of Transportation Demand Measures (TDM) to increase the mode share of 
pedestrian, bicycle, and public transit systems.

COMMUNITY AMENITIES
• Due to the unique circumstances of the site, determine appropriate community amenity 

contributions through a site-specific negotiated approach.

• Provide needed community amenities for the local neighbourhood and integrate these 
with the redevelopment of this site.

ACCESS & MOVEMENT
• Take advantage of two existing bus lines serving this site and consider future transit 

enhancements to effectively integrate transit with redevelopment of the site.

• Integrate and connect with the surrounding community by increasing permeability and 
clearly inviting public pedestrian access into the site.

• Consider the site as part of a larger cycling and walkway system connecting to local parks 
and amenities.

• Orient vehicular access to minimize impacts on the surrounding neighbourhood.

• Assess transportation, traffic and parking implications associated with the proposal and 
integrate effective measures to manage and minimize impacts.

Building on local community planning objectives related to this site, combined with 
broader City objectives, a set of draft Planning and Development Principles have been 
prepared.
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CAPITAL PLAN
Council prioritizes the amenities and infrastructure needed around the city and includes 
them in the City’s Capital Plan, which budgets for long-term investments. This is the main 
source of funding for public amenity improvements.

COMMUNITY AMENITY CONTRIBUTIONS (CACs)
CACs are negotiated through rezonings and are used to pay for a wider range of 
amenities and public benefits as part of the planning considerations in a rezoning. CAC’s 
are used to pay for:

• Affordable housing
• Parks
• Transportation improvements
• Community centres

• Libraries
• Childcare centres
• Police stations and fire halls
• Not-for-profit space

DEVELOPMENT COST LEVIES (DCL)
DCLs are charged on any new development in the city and are determined by the size of 
a development. They are limited in how they can be spent. DCLs are used to pay for:

• Parks
• Childcare centres

• Engineering infrastructure 
• Affordable housing

WHAT ARE PUBLIC BENEFITS
Public benefits and amenities are spaces and places that make 
neighbourhoods complete and livable by supporting people in a variety 
of ways. Public benefits include childcares, parks, community centres, 
libraries, cultural facilities, affordable housing and street improvements. 
Public benefits are funded through:

• COMMUNITY AMENITY CONTRIBUTIONS (CACs)
• DEVELOPMENT COST LEVIES
• CAPITAL PLAN

PUBLIC BENEFITS

HOW ARE PUBLIC BENEFITS DECISIONS MADE
Public comments, current and future policy directions and 
applicant ideas, along with City staff recommendations, lead 
to decisions on public benefits.

POLICY/
DIRECTION

PUBLIC
COMMENTS

APPLICANT
IDEAS

CITY STAFF
CITY 

COUNCIL 
DECISIONS
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NEXT STEPS
WHAT’S NEXT?
Your feedback today will be used to refine the draft Planning and 
Development Principles, and will help identify key ideas from each 
of the concepts that should be incorporated into a development 
concept for 725 SE Marine.

The proponent will use the information gathered to inform the 
rezoning application and community benefit package.

FILL OUT A COMMENT FORM
• Please let us know what you thought about the information 

presented today. Fill out the comment form available at this open 
house or online by June 23, 2015.

STAY INVOLVED
• Add your name to our email list or sign in today to be notified of the 

next public event.

• Come to the next event and tell us what you think about our 
progress.

HOW YOU CAN PROVIDE INPUT:

1. Talk to a member of the proponent team or city staff.

2. Fill out a comment sheet here, or later online at www.vancouver.ca/725SEMarine. If you’ve filled out a comment sheet today, please drop it off  at the sign-in table or mail it back to us (see form for address).

3. Write to the City at  
michelle.mcguire@vancouver.ca

4. Join the email list by signing in at the front table to be notified of the next public event.
5. Come to the next event and share your thoughts on the process.




